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1 Professional Registration 
The online registration transfer process is now available.  Therefore, we now have a system which 

allows INCOSE UK members to apply for professional registration online, transfer their registration 

online and pay annually for their combined professionally registered membership/Engineering UK 

fees online. 

No update to numbers since the last report (Nov 2017) 

One INCOSE UK registrant has been selected to submit mandatory CPD evidence for the 2017 period. 

The have one month to submit this in a format of their choice and will be supported by Lynn Davis as 

required. 

2 SE Professional Certification 
The table below shows the total number of UK Chapter members who are officially certified (21 Jan 

2018 data from INCOSE website). 

Level of SEP Total UK members 

ASEP 36 

CSEP 57 

ESEP 8 

 

An on-site examination was held in Aberdeen in early December (at Aker Solutions). 16 candidates 

took part and 11 passed the examination.  We achieved 13 new members through this exercise and 

in due course will gain 11 new ASEPs or CSEPs - although only a few have applied so far.  

Overall, there were 23 ASEP applications in the December-January period.  Although a couple were 

an outcome of the exam above, does this reflect a more general trend towards use of the ASEP 

examination as a benchmark of SE knowledge? 

If numbers are going to grow for ASEP, we need to look at increasing our income stream against 

ongoing admin costs.  The current “share” of the ASEP application fee donated by INCOSE to INCOSE 

UK is only 15% (i.e. £18.75 per application) - although in some cases there will be additional income 

from new Chapter member fees as part of the ASEP application and increased member retention 

downstream for those who wish to remain accredited year-on-year.  

Last year, the PD Director asked the Certification PM before for an increased %-age share of ASEP 

application fee.  This was rejected, but will try again in the coming weeks, after we have a better 

view of the actuakl admin costs involved with each application.  The MoU states that the process 

should be “cost neutral” to both parties, so this will be the starting position for the update request.  

Also of note, Richard Beasley joined the elite band of UK-based ESEPs; the total is now eight 

individuals.  

We are still awaiting paperwork formally signing-up the two individuals trained as CARs at ASEC17.  

Hopefully this will be in place soon. 
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3 Competence-based INCOSE Certification 
The PD Director presented a summary of the Competence-based CSEP pilot to the Certification 

Advisory Group (CAG) and the INCOSE President, at the INCOSE IW2018 conference in Jacksonville.   

After some discussion, the CAG unanimously approved a motion allowing the UK Chapter to extend 

the Competence-based CSEP programme in the UK, in effect acting as a trailblazer for the wider 

INCOSE.   

The CAG had some concerns over the scalability of an interview-based approach globally, however, 

they were still keen for the UK Chapter to continue developing the system in this area.  They have 

asked for a regular report back to the CAG on progress highlighting any issues raised as rollout 

continues. 

The PD Director made clear that whilst the UK Chapter regarded a competence-based approach to 

CSEP as key to growing UK numbers within the SEP programme, this could not be done without 

financial support from INCOSE central.   

With the president at the meeting, the signs seem promising that reasonable funding would be 

approved.  

To obtain such funding, a business case will be required by INCOSE Central.  Developing this case will 

be high on the PD agenda in the short-medium term, as will be the task of devising a sustainable 

financial model.  

3.1 Competence Framework V4 
The International Competencies Working Group met at IW2018 and worked on what is now 

universally known as “Version 4” of the INCOSE SE Competencies Framework.   This name formally 

acknowledges that the “new” framework is a derivative of the extant UK Chapter Product (“Version 

3”).   

The UK Chapter President had positive discussions on “Grandfather” rights for V3 contributors and 

on the potential for the V4 product to be printed in the UK.  These will be discussed separately to 

this report. 

As well as already being a contributing author for V4, the UK Chapter PD Director was nominated by 

the working group as Editor for V4.  Having the PD Director as product Editor should offer several 

positive benefits for the UK Chapter.  

The initial publication of V4 is tentatively scheduled to be “in time for IS2018”.  This release will 

contain the main body of the document plus the V4 Framework definition.  The far larger 

“Assessment Guide” appendix will be worked on in parallel, but will be formally published later.   
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